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"METHODISTS, TO THE RESCUE!":

THOMAS EMERSON BOND AND SEPARATION FROM
THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 1840-1848

PETER W. AGNEW

As the General Conference of 1844 drew to a close, it was evident
that the Methodist Episcopal Church was about to experience its third
major rupture in a generation. At issue this time was slavery in the ministry
and the pronounced split in the Conference between northern and southern
delegations. Each side unyielding in its insistence on the rectitude of its
own position practically insured a divided general church. The form that
the division would take and its degree of finality were less clear at this
juncture. Those issues remained to be worked out under the Plan of Sepa
ration, drafted and adopted by the Conference prior to adjournment.
Moderate northerners still hoped that the southern separation would be
shortlived, lasting only as long as it took for southern leaders to convene
as stipulated in the Plan and work out their differences with ironically
minded northerners. Calm voices would need to prevail in the meantime
for this optimistic scenario to be realized. Angry words could only ex
acerbate the division.

As soon as the uneasy delegates had returned to their charges and
constituencies, however, the bitter debates of the Conference erupted again
with redoubled force. Only now the battleground had shifted from the
Conference floor to the pages of the church's various Christian Advocates.
Gone was the usual reader's fare of notes from foreign fields, European
theological controversies, and editorial pleas for missionary support. In
the post-Conference editions of the Advocates the floor debates were
repeated in white-hot heat and greatly disputed detail. The language of
personal characterization in this "literary war"l bordered on libel. With
the escalation of charges and cQuntercharges, it became increasingly clear
that the division of the Methodist Episcopal Church was going to be long
and profound. The Methodists were not set in their courses toward becom
ing separate, regional churches on a permanent basis, with no eventual
reconciliation in sight. The battle of the Advocates was thus an impor
tant phase in the process of the separation of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South from the Methodist Episcopal Church. The charges ad-

IFrederick A. Norwood, The Story of American Methodism (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1974), 206.
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vanced by the editors, the ideas embodied in the charges, and the motives
underlying the enunciation of those ideas merit close consideration if the
rupture of episcopal Methodism in the 1840s is to be understood
thoroughly.

The central figure in the newspaper war was Thomas Emerson Bond,
Jr., the editor of the Christian Advocate and Journal, the flagship of the
Advocates, what at one time had had the highest circulation of any
periodical in the United States. It was commonly said that editorship of
the "great official" was the most powerful lay position in Methodism.2 Bond
wielded his power with forthrightness, invective, and acid wit in the con
flicts over slavery and the church in the 1840s. He was so prominent and
so outspoken that he was a natural target for southern editors seeking
to establish blame for the newspaper war. While the Conference was in
progress, Bond had used the pages of the Advocate and Journal to praise
the majority's refusal to reverse the suspension of slaveholding elder Francis
Harding. He had then gone further by calling upon Bishop James O. An
drew to resign. When the Conference passed a resolution containing the
substance of Bond's argument that Bishop Andrew's holding of slaves con
stituted an "impediment" to the exercise of his episcopal duties, southern
delegates, already outraged over Bond's endorsement of the Harding ac
tion, unleashed their fury on the resolution concerning Andrew and on
Bond himself. What had actually been said and done on the Conference
floor was disputed vigorously in the next several issues of the various Ad
vocates, and Bond's role in the process was frequently the focus of debate.
In this sense, at least, Bond was the most important figure in the newspaper
war that widened the breach between northern and southern Methodists.

A thorough understanding of the newspaper war therefore requires
the consideration of the arguments advanced in that conflict by Thomas
E. Bond. The intention of this essay is to examine Bond's editorials with
an eye to the ideas and motivations that helped to determine the stances
he took. In essence we will be considering the conflict of editors from
Bond's point of view, to see why, for his part, the arguments become so
rancorous so quickly. Bond's perspective on the conflict should help to
shed light on the point of view of many northern Methodists who had
been unwilling to oppose slavery in the church earlier in the decade but,
at the Conference of 1844, dug in their heels and insisted that the southern
delegates be denied what they sought, even if doing so meant that the

20n the Advocate and Journal, see John Abernathy Smith, "How Methodism Became a
National Church in the United States," Methodist History, vol. XX, no. 1 (October, 1981),
24; Ralph A. Keller, "Methodist Newspapers and the Fugitive Slave Law: A New Perspec
tive for the Slavery Crisis in the North," Church History, vol. 43, no. 3 (September, 1974),
320; Emora T. Brannan, "From Right to Expedience: Lay Representation and Thomas Emer
son Bond," Methodist History, vol. XIII, no. 3 (April, 1975), 123.
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southerners would leave. Moreover, we will see how this northern point
of view more generally elucidates nineteenth-century Methodism's
understanding of the visible institution of the church.

Thomas E. Bond is not usually presented as a noteworthy, or even
responsible, theorist. Indeed, there is a tradition in historical analyses of
the Methodist rupture of treating Bond as little more than a harsh and
cynical provocateur, who through his inflammatory editorials was almost
single-handedly responsible for the permanent break. This tradition can
be traced through a line of descent originating in southern propaganda
produced in the year following the Conference of 1844~ The History of
the Organization of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, which orders
and presents the crucial documents from the "injured party's" point of
view, was first published in 1845 by order of the Louisville Convention
of the new denomination. A second edition of the same work was released
in 1925 under the auspices of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South's
publishing house in Nashville at a time when reunification proposals were
being debated by the two churches. Nolan Harmon later used this same
source heavily and uncritically in his chapter on the organization of the
southern church in the 1964 History ofAmerican Methodism, giving cur
rency to the bete noir view of Bond. Frederick Norwood's recent general
history of the church continues the practice of judging Bond to be the
main instigator of the press war. 3 Non-Methodist historians have also
found this picture of Bond useful since it is amenable to avoidable-conflict
analyses of the rhetoric accompanying the division of the nation in the
tradition of Civil War historians Avery O. Craven and James G. Randall.4

To assert the contrary, that Bond's ideas were themselves important
and defensible, is not to deny that Bond was an able controversialist, nor
that he in fact responded to the southerners with anger. Evidently there
were "tender areas" in Bond's sensibility that were "priced" by the
statements of southern proponents of separation. His stances were not
determined by mere prejudice or ideological zeal. He was not, as his op
ponents charged, an enemy of the South or of southern Methodism - he
was a proud son of Maryland and his Methodist lineage went back to the
era of Robert Strawbridge. His father was a prominent Methodist in pre-

3See History of the Organization (Nashville: Publishing House of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, Lamar and Barton, agents, 1925, orig. 1845); Emory S. Bucke, ed. History
ofAmerican Methodism, 3 vols. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1964), 86-143; The Story of
American Methodism, 208.
4The avoidable-conflict argument is summarized responsibly, though critically, by Pieter Oeyl,
in Debates with Historians (New York: World Publishing Company, 1958),244-263. Clarence
C. Ooen provides an example of this argument's continued usefulness in the intellectual history
of the mid-nineteenth century, in "Broken Churches, Broken Nation: Regional Religion and
North-South Alienation in Antebellum America," Church History, vol. 52, no. 1 (March,
1983), 26-38.
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revolutionary Baltimore, his brother rode circuit with Francis Asbury and
sat by his death-bed, and his son was an elder in the Baltimore Conference.
Later, during the Civil War, this son would serve as editor of the Rich
mond Episcopal Methodist and maintain this ministry in the southern
denomination. 5 Nor was Bond a fire-eating abolitionist. To the contrary,
his opposition to slavery was complex and highly qualified, so much so
that abolitionists had opposed his election as editor of the Advocate and
Journal in 1840, fearing that he would prove the cutting edge of a new
"southern strategy" in the Methodist Episcopal Church. 6 Nor was Bond,
to cite the other burning issue facing the church in the 1840s, so opposed
to the episcopal prerogatives that southerners tended to espouse that his
view of the southerners' position on slavery was distorted. 7 None of these
factors seem equal to the task of explaining the positions Bond took.

What mattered so much to Bond, what accounted for the sudden
unleashing of his rhetorical rage at the southern editors after the Con
ference of 1844, was something quite different: the church itself. Simply
put, he loved the general church. Moreover, during the conflict he built
upon that sentiment a set of ideas which, taken as a whole, constitute a
coherent understanding of the church's nature and mission. The southern
delegates, in their insistence on the legitimacy of a slaveholding ministry
and in their blithe abandonment of their northern brethren when they did
not get their way, flew in the face of Bond's regard for the church. This,
then, was Bond's tender area, the aspect of his life and thought that was
violated by the southerners. In defending the actions of the Conference
of 1844 Bond was defending the church itself as he and many other
Methodists understood and loved it.

5See Frederick E. Maser, "Robert Strawbridge, Founder of Methodism in Maryland,"
Methodist History, IV, 2 (January, 1966), 14; Robert J. Bull, "John Wesley Bond's
Reminiscences of Francis Asbury," Methodist History, IV, 1 (October, 1964), 3, 28n; Joseph
Mitchell, "Southern Methodist Newspapers During the Civil War," Methodist History, XI,
2 (January, 1973), 39.
6Brannan, "Right to Expedience," 124.
7Relating the slavery issue to the polity debate is difficult, and one must weigh the two fac
tors in light of the evidence one is examining. In my view, Frederick Norwood is correct
is saying that "the conflict cannot possibly be understood without reference" to the Conference
bishops dispute, but his statement that "the fundamental issue which led to separation was
slavery" weights the two factors correctly. The issues "became intertwined," but slavery was
the issue of substance. This essay emphasizes the slavery argument over the formal and pro
cedural concern, the locus of authority in the church. For a complete summary of the
Conference-bishops dispute, see Gerald F. Moede, The Office ofBishop in Methodism (Zurich:
Publishing House of the Methodist Church, 1964), 84-101. I disagree with Moede's judg
ment that '(the slavery issue was only a sounding board, or an occasion, rather than the
cause of the difficulty. The deeper, basic issue was a difference in governmental philosophy"
(84). But to argue the matter further would require a foray into philosophical-historical ques
tions, as well as an examination of a greater portion of the record than space permits. Here
I simply offer the view that Bond's attitude in the newspaper conflict did not spring primar
ily from his opinions in the Conference-bishops dispute.
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Bond's view of the church is an interesting and unusual mixture of
themes generally associated with either "low" or "high" ecclesiologies.
Clarence C. Goen argues that the American denominations split readily
because American Protestant ecclesiologies were voluntaristic, localistic,
and utilitarian, and in fact there were significant traces of these elements
in Bond's view of the church. But to label Bond's ecclesiology "low church"
and let it go at that would still leave his attitude toward the church unac
counted for. He had a reverence for the general church that far exceeded
the requirements of practical-minded localism and his views on separa
tion from that church mark the limit of his voluntarism. The remainder
of this essay will consider Bond's mixed understanding of the church. His
opinions are evident not only in the newspaper war with the southern
editors in 1844 and 1845, but also in his earlier disputes with abolitionists,
between his assumption of the editorship of the Advocate and Journal
in 1840 and the formation of the Wesleyan Methodist Connection in 1843.
In both of these periods of Bond's editorial career, he dealt seriously with
the question of the legitimacy of separation from the Methodist Episcopal
Church. Here, in Bond's opinion, was where the South's offense lay.

Bond first occupied the editor's desk at the Advocate and Journal
following the General Conference of 1840. He brought with him a well
earned reputation as a pugnacious controversialist and astute church politi
cian. In the 1820s Bond had worked for the defeat of a movement seek
ing full representation for the laity at the Annual and General Conference
levels. He had done so by infiltrating the ranks of the laity-rights advocates,
the self-styled "reform" party, under the covert guidance of Bishop Joshua
Soule and influencing the wording of a memorial before the 1824 General
Conference so that the appeal would be based, not on the abstract rights
of the laity, but on expediency. This played into the hands of opponents,
who secured the defeat of the memorial on the grounds that lay represen
tation was inexpedient. Thus Bond had assisted in the defeat of the move
ment for lay representation and in 1840 he already had some notoriety
among Methodists because of his role in the earlier controversy. Moreover,
his promotion of a utilitarian understanding of the church in the contro
versy had "contributed to a lasting American Methodist attitude. He
hastened the demise of any meaningful Methodist attempt to deal with
the theological questions of ecclesiology."s But this was not the-fillal act
of Bond's career, or his final contribution to Methodist views of the church.

Bond began his career as editor with the intention of avoiding con
troversy over issues thought to be secondary to the main tasks of
Methodism. In his opening editorial he proclaimed his chief purpose as
head of the church's largest periodical (circulation 30,000) to be the pro
duction of a well-rounded religious newspaper. 9 He made it clear early

8Brannan, "From Right to Expedience," pp. 123-144; citation on 143-144.
9Christian Advocate and Journal (hereafter CAJ), vol. XV, 1 (August 19, 1840), 2.
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that he opposed slavery in principle and favored the efforts of the American
Colonization Society to eradicate the institution gradually and remove
blacks from the United States. 10 He also argued in mild tones for the
ultimate supremacy of the will of Methodism expressed through the
General Conference over the executive decisions of the bishops (though
he felt that the proper functioning of the two entities involved considerable
give and take).ll But he was not belligerent about his views on either of
these controversial questions and for his first few months at the helm things
went smoothly.

But in September of that year Bond's latent feistiness became ap
parent. Methodist abolitionists Orange Scott and LaRoy Sunderland, both
elders in the New England Conference, declared their intention of con
vening a Methodist anti-slavery convention with the object of forming a
permanent Methodist anti-slavery society to provide abolitionist alter
natives to the church's approved missionaries. 12 This marked the begin
ning of a three-year battle between Methodist abolitionists and mainstream
Methodist leaders, culminating in the withdrawal from the Methodist
Episcopal Church of the abolistionists to form the Wesleyan Methodist
Connection in 1843. Through a series of New England anti-slavery con
ventions, with their increasingly insistent calls for the expulsion of
slaveholding members from the church, up to the schism itself, Bond
fought tooth and nail against "radico-abolitionism.,,13 In the course of
the dispute he earned the distrust of northern abolitionists, even those who
did not join the Wesleyans, and temporarily gained many friends in the
South. Another consequence of the controversy with "Scott, Sunderland,
and Co." was that the occasion required Bond to enunciate and reformu
late his own views on the nature of the church and its relation to society
and especially on the circumstances under which it is lawful to separate
oneself from the church. These views were to carry through the abolitionist
controversy and provide Bond with the position from which he attacked
southern separationists after the General Conference of 1844.

Bond disputed with the abolitionists even on the issue of their osten
sible agreement, opposition to slavery. He held to the Disciplinary language
that slavery was a "great evil," and opposed its existence and extension
over the United States. But he parted company with abolitionists over the
issue of whether it was sinful to hold slaves. Slaveholding was not a sin
in every case, Bond insisted. The distinction between slavery in general
and in specific instances, combined with an understanding of sin as an

10"Maryland Colonization Convention," CAl, XV, 47 (July 7, 1841), 186.
llCAl, XV, 5 (September 16, 1840), 18; XVII, 15 (November 23, 1842), 58.
12CAl, XV, 6 (September 23, 1840), 22.
13A number of editorials bore this heading in the course of the separation of the Wesleyan
Methodists from the Methodist Episcopal Church.
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individual's willful act, provided the elements of Bond's understanding
of the matter. He realized that the real world often forced people to make
difficult choices in morally ambiguous situations. If one were to acquire
slaves "innocently," as by marriage or inheritance, the manumission laws
of one's state might preclude one's freeing them. Perhaps freed slaves had
to be turned over to authorities. Or maybe they would be compelled to
move to a free state, which could entail the separation of husbands from
wives or children from parents. 14 Moreover, he felt that the apostolic in
junction to obey civil authorities was relevant to the slavery question. 15

These conditions were telling, in Bond's view; there were clear-cut instances
in which one would actually be sinning by freeing one's slaves.

Bond and the abolitionists also disagreed on another issue, that of
the nature of society and its institutions. While Bond allowed that, like
them, he wanted slavery "abolished" (though in his case gradually) he saw
himself as diametrically opposed to them because they \vere radicals and
he was not. "Radicalism implies a desire to pluck up by the roots. We
apply the term not to those who would amend, but to those who would
destroy.,,16 Here Bond's thought exhibited its basic social conservatism.
He saw no value in the abolitionists' program of exterminating slavery
immediately in view of the enormous cost of social and personal upheaval
that that would entail. The metaphor of "plucking up by the roots" in
dicates Bond's underlying problem with "radical" abolitionism. In Bond's
view, society and its institutions are like organisms whose complexity and
delicacy is such that changing them should be done with extreme care,
if at all, lest unforeseen destructive consequences ensue. He continued to
hold to this view with respect to the church throughout the controversies
of the 1840s.

The radical character of abolitionism was, Bond believed, manifest
in the abolitionists' understanding of the status of Methodist tradition in
the church. They had too little regard for the Discipline, he asserted,
"because our discipline is against them. ,,17 Two features of Methodist tradi
tion embodied in the Discipline received Bond's particular solicitude. One
was the principle of itineracy. He believed that abolitionists threatened
the itinerant system by proposing to add ideological and political considera
tions to the more traditional standards of acceptability for the ministry.
He assailed Zion's Watchman and other voices of Methodist abolitionism
for being "vehicles of radicalism," threatening the fundamental principles
of church polity, all that is essential to itineracy itself. ,,18 The other point
of Methodist polity that Bond accused abolitionists of undermining was

14CAl, vol. XVII, 16 (November 30, 1842), 62.
15CAl, vol. XVII, 37 (April 26, 1843), 146.
16"The Movement 'Down East'," CAl, XVII, 31 (March 15, 1843), 122.
l7CAl, XVII, 13 (November 9, 1842), 50.
18CAl, XV, 6 (September 23, 1840), 22.
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the principle of connectionalism which was threatened by their proposed
"abolitionists-only" missionary society. As more and more churches in New
England switched their allegiance and financial support to this new soci
ety, Bond grew increasingly alarmed. "To the rescue, brethren," he called
in behalf of a congregation in Lowell, Massachusetts, a majority of whose
membership was resisting the swelling tide of abolitionism and growing
sentiment for separation from the Methodist Episcopal Church.
"Methodists, to the rescue!,,19 The true church members, whose primary
loyalty was to the whole church embodied in the principles of open
itineracy and connectionalism, were threatened and in need of rescue.
Loyalty was what the church needed at this hour. Later Bond would ex
pect the same kind of loyalty from southerners as well. He saw himself
in both disputes as the true Methodist coming to the rescue of his church.

The abolitionists' radicalism was revealed to all to see, in Bond's view,
when they separated from the church. They formed a new connection with
an ease of conscience and air of moral rectitude that Bond found incredi
ble. During the controversies of 1840-1843, Bond enunciated his own quite
different position on the question of the legitimacy of separating from an
ecclesiastical body. He borrowed insights from the broad center of the
Anglican tradition. "We take the ground of Archbishop Whately," Bond
wrote in reference to a contemporary who held middle ground against both
Tractarians and Evangelicals in the Church of England. "Such an act is
'always either a duty or a sin.' It is a duty when we are required to believe
what we think to be untrue, or to do what we believe to be a sin, as a
condition of membership; and it is a sin to do so for any lighter reason.,,20
Separating from the church because its official bodies would not adopt
one's view on a controversial political issue was, in Bond's judgment, a
"lighter reason." Four years later he would invoke this same position
against Methodists who would rather separate than remain in a church
that denied its ministers the status of slaverholder.

And so Bond's exchanges with the abolitionists in the Advocate and
Journal encouraged him to articulate positions tacitly held by a great many
Methodists. They considered slavery as an institution to be morally unac
ceptable, though not all slaveholders were necessarily sinful. They believed
that society and its institutions, such as the church, were complex and
fragile, not amenable to sudden change, but rather to slow and judicious
development in matters such as slavery. Above all, they wanted the church
to adhere to its special traits as set forth in its foundational doculnents
and not to subscribe to sudden departures from those principles at the
dictation of shifting tastes and changing social theories. "Radical" who
would make the Methdist Episcopal Church a strictly abolitionist body

19"State of Things at Lowell," CAl, XVIII, 6 (September 20, 1843), 22.
2°"The Movement 'Down East'," CAl, XVII, 36 (April 19, 1843), 143.
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were, in Bond's view, doing irreparable damage to the church and therefore
were acting with utter wickedness. Thus his understanding of the church
developed in confrontation with those who challenged status quo
MethodislTI from its "left." However, his views applied with equal force
to the abolitionists' most bitter opponents, another group of "ultras" whom
Bond was about to encounter: die-hard defenders of slavery who would
be satisfied with nothing short of the legitimization of slaveholding for
Methodists by the General Conference.

Bond's arguments with slavery's defenders began, not with disagree
ment over slavery or relevant views of the church per se, but \vith an argu
ment over the purpose of the church periodical. Bond had begun his editor
ship determined to use the paper as an irenic influence in the church. His
intention for the Advocate and Journal was that it would provide an assort
ment of news, commentary, and correspondence to its readers with the
purpose of building up the whole church's program. Divisive issues did
not belong in its pages. When the Methodist antislavery convention urged
him in 1840 to enter into official correspondence with them, opening the
Advocate and Journal to the discussion of slavery in terms of "abstract
propositions," Bond flatly refused on the grounds that nothing contributing
to the peaceful continuation of the work of the church would be ac
complished thereby. "Weare utilitarian throughout," he stated, indicating
a basic principle of his thought on ecclesiastical matters. "Show us the
way to do good . . . and we pledge ourselves to the support of the
measure.... We believe that we are here for this purpose, and we only
continue here so long as this conviction shall remain.,,21 But Bond was
willing to engage in controversial issues when they were of such moment
that ignoring them would threaten the church's well-being. He believed
in such cases that "No evil can grow out of the calm, deliberate discus
sion of any question. ,,22

Within the limits thus set forth Bond finally did yield to the pleas
of abolitionists and allowed the discussion of slavery in the periodical.
In May, 1843, Bond challenged anyone who believed that slavery was under
no circumstances permissible in the Methodist Episcopal church, and that
the Discipline should say so explicitly, to defend those views in the
newspaper's pages, stipulating only that the writer not use a pseudonym.
He proposed to refute all comers. 23 The following month Robert Boyd,
of Summerfield, Ohio, accepted Bond's challenge and submitted an argu
ment for the alteration of the Discipline to prohibit entirely the holding
of slaves in Methodism. His views, set forth with the mildness of language
that Bond had asked for, appeared in two installments, each followed by

21CAJ, XV, 9 (October 14, 1840), 34; XV, 14 (November 18, 1840), 54.
22CAl, XV, 7 (September 30, 1840), 26.
23"Questions of Discipline," CAl, XVII, 38 (May 3, 1843), 150.
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a lengthy rejoinder from Bond reiterating the editor's position that slavery
was evil but slaveholding was not always sinful. 24 Evidently Bond was un
prepared for the problems that this civil exchange would cause with his
readers.

As quickly as the mails could supply it, Bond began to receive large
batches of correspondence from furious southerners. Indicative of the tone
of these letters were two Quarterly Conference resolutions from circuits
in Georgia and Alabama "highly censuring" him for introducing the sub
ject of slavery into the pages of the paper. Both resolutions impugned
Bond's personal character and the Alabama meeting demanded his im-
mediate resignation on pain of expulsion from the editorship.25 Bond held
his anger in check as he expressed his disagreement with the resolutions
and added a personal observation that he had not made before publicly:
"we must be frank with our brethren of the south; and we tell them
honestly, that we fear ultraism is not confined to the north. ,,26 The editor
had unintentionally stirred up a hornet's nest and the angry reaction made
him suddenly as wary of the south as of New England. But his only im
mediate response was to close out the exchange with Boyd. When the aboli
tionist tried to goad Bond into further debate by accusing him, this time
in the fiery rhetoric of the movement, of accepting "dictation" from the
southern readers, Bond shut off official correspondence on the subject of
slavery in the church.27

It was becoming increasingly clear to Bond as the decade progressed
that he occupied a middle position between two extremes of opinion, and
he became more conscious of his leadership of a moderate party in the
church that did not wish to see the complete triumph of either side. He
became proud of his independence from detractors who depicted him "as
having catered for the favor of the north, then for the good will of the
south, until both are weary of our compliments. Really, we doubt whether
it is with our compliments they are weary. ,,28 He continued to defend his
position and was vindicated at year's end when in rising votes the North
Carolina and Alabama Conferences adopted resolutions commending
Bond's course of action and recommending his re-election to the Advocate
and Journal. 29 Bond saw this as a hopeful sign of a broad-based southern
moderation on the slavery question and although he expected to find the

24CAl, XVII, 44 (June 14, 1843), 173; "The Rejoinder," CAl, XVII, 50 (July 26, 1843), 198.
25"The Senior Editor Vetoed," CAl, XVIII, 3 (August 30, 1843), 10.
26Ibid., 10.
27"The Rev. Mr. Boyd," CAl, XVIII, 7 (September 27, 1843), 26.
28"The Spartans vs. the Senior Editor," CAl, XVIII, 12 (November 1, 1843), 46.
29Resolution of the North Carolina Conference of November 10, 1843, reprinted in the CAl,
XVIII, 16 (November 29, 1843), 62; Resolution of the Alabama Conference of January 4,
1844, reprinted in the CAl, XVIII, 25 (January 31, 1844), 98.
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"two contrary ultraisms" represented at the approaching General Con
ference, he dared to hope that both sides would be defeated in New York. 30

He hoped in vain. The actions of that body on two questions related
to slavery and the ministry, questions in whose resolution repeated attempts
at compromise and accommodation failed, were to usher in almost a cen
tury of disunion in episcopal Methodism. Bond was the most prominent
journalist and layman there and his partisan reports and editorials con
tributed to the gravity of the division. When the Conference voted to
uphold Francis Harding's suspension by the Baltimore Conference for be
iug a slaveholder, it was the Richmond Christian Advocate that objected
first. But Bond's Advocate and Journal responded quickly with a vigorous
defense of the Conference's action in the Harding case. The Richmond
paper's characterization of the Conference as an abolitionist body struck
Bond as gross misrepresentation of the views of the majority. Harding,
Bond insisted, was justly suspended for reasons of expediency because
his slaveholding would make him unacceptable as a minister to many
charges in his Annual Conference, and would thus undermine open
itineracy. This was not the same, Bond insisted, as condemning the holding
of slaves by all Methodists. Furthermore, Bond found the tone of the Rich
mond paper's charges offensive. The southern journal had spoken of the
Harding vote as a harbinger of "division and disunion." "Certainly, if our
brother desired to counteract such evil tendency, he takes a queer way
to show his good will." As for the separation that the southerners already
seemed to be contemplating, Bond responded that, "We should be sorry
to think 'the wish was father to the thought.,,31 Bond thus put himself
in public opposition to any separation which might ensue from the ac
tions of the General Conference of 1844.

Then Bond made a tactical decision which served to heighten the ill
will between the Advocate and Journal and southern Methodists. He
unveiled his opinion that Bishop Andrew should resign. Like Harding,
Andrew had come unwittingly into possession of slaves. But the manner
of their acquisition was beside the point, Bond argued. Andrew's slaves
threatened the Methodist Episcopal tradition of an episcopacy untainted
by slaveholding. Maintaining this tradition, he insisted, was more impor
tant to the well-being of the church than keeping Andrew in office. He
questioned whether any bishop, "a pastor of the whole Church," could
perform his duties fully while holding slaves and he worried that the case's
coming before the General Conference for a vote would insure division.
Andrew, he concluded, should calm the gathering storm by stepping down
long enough to divest himself of his slaves. "After generations would learn

30"The General Conference," CAl, XVIII, 38 (May 1, 1844), 150.
31"Doings of the General Conference-Mistakes of the Richmond Christian Adol'ocate,"
CAl, XVIII, 42 (May 29, 1844), 167.
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to bless hismemory.,,32 A few days later the Conference adopted a resolu
tion offered by James B. Finley stating that Andrew should cease official
functioning as long as the "impediment" remained. Bond's call for the
bishop's resignation and his much-disputed role in the passage of the Finley
resolution occasioned the greater part of the controversial exchanges in
the ensuing battle of northern and southern Advocates.

Bond's temerity in urging an admired leader to step down unleashed
a southern fury which raged unabated through the remainder of 1844 and
then in periodic bursts through the time of the first General Conference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in 1846. Bond had considered
himself a friend of the South for his vigorous defense of the church against
abolitionists in the early years of his editorship and he was genuinely sur
prised and offended by the sudden onslaught of southern hatred. Did the
South not remember that Bond was its best defender? "Let all the hosts
of Radicalism and Scottism rejoice," he intoned, "let them deride and spit
upon old Belisarius, for Rome herself has put out his eyes. ,,33 There would
no longer be any love lost between Bond and Methodists in the South.

But the reasons for this new enmity ran deeper than hurt feelings.
Bond insisted that southerners who advocated separation from the
Methodist Episcopal Church had the wrong idea of the church. His
understanding of the church's nature and purpose ran as contrary to the
new southern thinking as it had diverged from the views of the abolitionists
earlier in the decade. As against the abolitionists, so against the southerners
Bond advanced both theoretical and practical arguments to refute their
position. In practical terms, separation would destroy the working pro
gram of the church, especially its missionary efforts, by replacing the united
system of the church with two competing structures. (Like most of his
contemporaries, Bond did not foresee that Methodism would thrive dur
ing its near century-long division.) But even more basic was the theoretical
issue of the legitimacy of such a separation. Southerners were proposing
to leave the Methodist Episcopal Church because they had wanted to in
troduce novel ideas into church doctrine and polity in ways which
Methodism as a whole could not accept. They were thus creating their
own reason for separating. Bond frequently reiterated his regret that "the
admission of slavery into the Episcopate ... has become a sine qua non
with our Southern brethren. ,,34 The southerners were attempting to in
novate Methodism with ideas from outside the tradition. If the church
gave legitimacy to slavery, it would be acting against its nature as well
as its practical interests.

32Ibid., XVII, 42 (May 29, 1844), 167.
B"The Position of the Senior Editor in Relation to the Case of Bishop Andrew," CAl, XVIII,
45 (June 19, 1844), 178.
34"The True Grounds upon Which the Southern Position of the Methodist Episcopal Church
Must Rest, If the Contemplated Separation from their Present Connection Should Be
Effected," CAl, XVIII, 46 (June 26, 1844), 182.
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In the battle of the Advocates that continued for the remainder of
the year, Bond was repeatedly surprised by the southerners' belief that
their cause was morally right and he was infuriated by the intemperacy
of their attacks on himself. A resolution of the Princess Ann circuit in
Virginia not only defended slaveholding in particular cases, but insisted
further that slavery was a positive good instituted of God. The same resolu
tion pledged to "destroy" the Advocate and Journafs circulation in its ter
ritory, and sought God's blessings on its efforts to eradicate the "insatiable
Moloch" of abolitionism - radical or otherwise. 35 Typically, opponents'
pronouncements were unqualified and belligerent. In vain Bond looked
for "some hesitation, some searching of heart" by the proponents of separa
tion.,,36 To the extent that the southern Advocates reflected the views of
southern Methodists, it was evident to Bond that they had abandoned their
own church.

For his part, Bond responded to the southern onslaught largely in
kind, thrusting and parrying with sarcasm and invective in defense of the
"Church proper." In response to one southerner's threat made at the Con
ference that he would "make him feel" the consequences of his opinions,
Bond speculated that the delegate "had possibly mistaken his calling, as
this was the language of an overseer to a slave, and not that of a Methodist
preacher to his equal in the ministry, and much his senior in years.,,37
Against the southerners' refusal to recognize basic differences among anti
slavery positions, he retorted that "Sunderland, Scott, and Co., may come
back to us now, for we are not permitted to maintain the distinction be
tween the rational opposition to slavery as a system, and the ultra
abolitionism of these seceders from our Church." In reply to the
southerners' assertion that the North was past the point of "repentance,"
he stated that "if repentance itself will avail us nothing, we are certainly
without hope.... We might as well content ourselves with an Episcopacy,
and a ministry, in which slaveholding constitutes no element. ,,38 Bond and
the southern Advocates traded blow for rhetorical blow in the controversy.
Clearly at times he was a happy warrior.

But the sides were uneven. Bond received the most abuse. The
southern papers were relentlessly personal in their attacks, speaking of
Bond in language just short of character defamation. A correspondent
from Georgia observed accurately that "No man had such a hold on the
South as Dr. Bond eighteen months ago. No man is less esteemed among
us now. We consider you a recreant Southern man. ,,39 Charles Elliott,
Bond's ally in the newspaper controversy, concurred in 1855: "Dr. Bond

35Reprinted from the Baltimore Clipper, CAl, XVIII, 48 (July 10, 1844), 190.
36Letter of July 4, to Coles, CAl, XVIII, 48 (July 10, 1844), 190.
37"The Position of the Senior Editor," CAl, XVIII, 45 (June 19, 1844), 178.
38CAJ, XVIII, 48 (July 10, 1844), 190.
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was vilified by most of the Southern correspondents, and by all of the
editors, without stint, courtesy, or truth. ,,40 From different quarters Bond
was called an ultra-abolitionist, a disappointed office-seeker, and a journal
istic mercenary, upholding positions on the basis of rewards promised.
One paper charged that Bond had personally manipulated the Finley
resolution from behind the scenes. Another alluded vaguely to his "humilia
tion" of Bishop Andrew on the floor. Andrew himself told his supporters
that Bond was the "main prosecutor of the whole business." One editor
accused Bond of aspiring to replace Andrew as bishop, an unlikely charge,
as this could not have been carried off without significant alteration of
the Discipline. Bond used considerable editorial space defending himself
against these personal attacks, at times begging for the preservation of
his reputation.41 To label Bond the leading controversialist seems unjust
in light of the charges that were laid against him and not proven in the
other Advocates.

By 1845 it was evident that the southerners were determined to form
a permanent church of their own, and other Methodist Episcopal leaders
began to request an end to the newspaper hostilities. Bond and his op
ponents disengaged gradually, not by backing down from what they had
said, but by devoting more attention to other topics. Bond did not
apologi.ze for his part in the conflict. He had, he insisted, challenged the
southern editors against his wishes because his church was threatened by
those who would divide it without care for consequences.42 But he did
agree to a moratorium on discussion of the divisive issues, allowing that
the two sides had merely been repeating their arguments.43 Through the
remainder of his term at the Advocate and Journal, Bond occasionally
broke his vow of silence to protest charges made against him in one
periodical or another, but eventually he successfully disengaged the con
troversy. His attention began to shift away from the Conference of 1844
to the church's next crucial test, the convention of southern delegates which
was to take place the following year in Louisville.44

39E. M. Pendleton, letter of July 29, 1844, CAl, XIX, 2 (August 21, 1844), 6.
4°History of the Great Secession from the Methodist Episcopal Church in the Year 1845,
Eventuating in the Organization of a New Church, Entitled, "The Methodist Episcopal
Church, South JJ (Cincinnati: Swormstedt and Poe, 1855), 458.
41"To Bishop Andrew," XIX, 7 (September 25, 1844),26; Letter from W. 1. Waller, CAl,
XIX, 9 (October 9, 1844), 34; "The Controversy," CAl, XIX, 40 (May 14, 1845), 158; "Dr.
Paine vs. the Senior Editor," CAl, XIX, 42 (May 28, 1845), 166; "Dr. Smith's 'Mandamus',"
CAl, XVIII, 51 (July 31, 1844),202. Given Bond's previous involvement in General Con
ference controversies, and the widespread nature of the southern charges against him in 1844,
it seems probable that Bond was somehow actively involved in the Finley resolution's passage.
It seems equally likely that Bond's behavior was not grossly unethical, as his opponents never
pressed or substantiated their charges, shifting instead to ideological matters in later weeks.
42"The Controversy," CAl, XIX, 28 (February 19, 1845), 110.
43"Our Fututure Course," CAl, XIX, 11 (October 23, 1844), 42.
44"Dr. Waller's 'Statement' Again," CAl, XIX, 12 (October 30, 1844), 46.
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Bond had not yet conceded the inevitability of the separation. He
held to the hope (in retrospect, unrealistic) that the Plan of Separation
might somehow still provide a basis for reconciling the two sides and that
the southerners might take steps in that direction at the Louisville con
vention. To further that end, Bond periodically offered compromise pro
posals that would keep the church united. One suggestion was a mutual
agreement that southerners would cease their efforts to have slaveholding
permitted in the ministry while notherners would pledge never to elect an
abolitionist bishop.45 (For Bond, this would have been no mere com
promise, but the best of all possible solutions.) Again~ he suggested that
southern Methodists would allow the Annual Conferences in the South
to determine their own policies toward slaveholding church members.46

Bond braved the wrath of New England Methodism's Zion's Herald for
this suggestion, demonstrating that there were still abolitionists in the
church who considered Bond excessively conservative.47 Bond's preference
for accommodation persisted even four years later after t!;e reconcilia
tion of North and South was no longer even a remote possibility when
he proposed a peaceable division of the Book Concern.48 He was not vin
dicative toward southern Methodists in general as violently as he had
disagreed with southern church leaders over the issues of 1844.

But after the Louisville convention even Bond could see that the two
sides would not reconcile. As he resigned himself to a permanent divi
sion, Bond took up a new topic in his editorials: getting the Methodist
Episcopal Church's own house in order. In a fatalistic spirit, Bond ac
commodated himself to the split as he reflected on the pro-slavery speeches
made by the delegates at Louisville. Since the southern brethren were so
set against Methodist tradition and the Discipline, he reasoned, misguided
though they were, maybe it would be best for them to separate. The task
of the Advocate and Journal should now be to support the Methodist
Episcopal Church as, with half its constituency gone, it took up its own
mission again.49

One issue which the Methodist Episcopal Church would have to
resolve as it adjusted to its new situation would be the status of the new
ecclesiastical organization styling itself Methodist Episcopal. Bond held
that the Methodist Episcopal Church should not be friendly with the
separatists. To that end, he pushed for the repudiation of the Plan of
Separation adopted at the close of the 1844 Conference. Bond had always
disliked the Plan, but he had joined other church leaders in approving

45The idea was originally proposed by correspondent William A. Both, of Somerville, Ten
nessee, July 18, 1844, in CAl, XVIII, 52 (August 7, 1844), 206.
46"The Compromise," CAl, XIX, 8 (October 2, 1844), 30.
47" 'Demands on New England'," reprinted CAl, XIX, 22 (January 8, 1845), 86.
4s"The Property Question," CAl, XXIII, 9 (March 1, 1848), 34.
49"Louisville Convention," CAl, XIX, 42 (May 28, 1845), 166; "Remarks by the Senior
Editor,n CAl, XX, 15 (November 19, 1845), 58.
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it at the time of its passage as an olive branch offered to the South to allow
tempers to cool and division to be forestalled. 50 He now criticized
southerners for using the Plan, cynically, he believed, to further the separa
tion they had already been determined to have.51 But notwithstanding the
intentions of its framers, Bond argued, the Plan itself was unconstitutional
and impractical. It was unconstitutional because the General Conference,
while it did have the authority to execute the church's affairs, could not
legislate its own division. It was impractical because it made the Methodist
Episcopal Church party to the de facto division of the church, so that
the church was now in a weak position for pursuing its continuing
legitimate interests in the South. 52 The Plan was a major problem and
the next General Conference ought to repeal it. 53

Between 1846 and the General Conference of 1848 most of Bond's
editorials on the separation question concerned the Plan and occasional
disputes about boundaries with border conferences of the southern church.
But generally Bond had spoken his piece on separation by 1846, and in
1847 the Advocate and Journal resumed its accustomed role and ap
pearance. When the 1848 General Conference convened, Bond commented
on its actions in correspondence from Pittsburgh. He endorsed the
Ivfethodist Episcopal Church's rejection of the southern church overtures
toward formal fraternity by refusing to honor the credentials of Lovick
Pierce, sent as an observer by the southern church, because "the Church
deputing him is not a Church in amity with the M.E. Church, but ag
gressively hostile.,,54 But he did not have a chance to express his satisfac
tion over the Conference's repudiation of the Plan of Separation. When
the Conference adjourned, Bond was no longer editor of the Advocate
and Journal. The new editor, George Peck, implicitly endorsed Bond's
positions of the previous four years as he commended the Conference's
"unanimity" on the "great questions" it faced and hoped that the Methodist
Episcopal Church would now be "delivered" from her time of troubles.
But Peck also made it clear that the clashes of the previous quadrennium
would not continue. 55 While upholding Bond's various positions, the
General Conference repudiated the newspaper controversy and all of the
editorial bickering of the previous four years. Putting the strife into the
past meant removing the most prominent of the controversialists from
his editorship.

Bond evidently felt no remorse over" the role that he had played in
this crucial phase of the church's history. His apologia stated that "If any

50"Proceedings and Address of Wesley Chapel," CAl, XVIII, 52 (August 7, 1844), p. 206;
"Questions Propounded," CAl, XIX, 18 (December 11, 1844), 70.
51"The Plan of Separation," CAl, XXI, 17 (December 2, 1846), 66.
52"The Methodist Episcopal Church, South," CAl, XIX, 43 (June 4, 1845), 170.
53"The Result," CAl, XIX, 49 (July 16, 1845), 194.
54"General Confernce," CAl, XXIII, 19 (May 10, 1848), 74.
55"Introductory Editorial," CAl, XXIII, 24 (June 14, 1848), 94.
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of our friends thinks that a religious journal should have nothing to do
with controversy, then they much mistake one of the original designs of
this paper, which was to defend the doctrines and institutions of the
Church.,,56 Bond had upheld his view of the Methodist Episcopal Church
clearly and consistently, if sometimes intemperately. Whatever might be
the consequences of his editorial judgments for future generations of
Methodists, Bond had given the Methodist Episcopal Church, suddenly
a northern denomination, a basis for self-definition from which the church
operated its program for years to come.

The significance of Thomas E. Bond's editorials of the 1840s extends
beyond their role in Methodist history. His arguments also invite broader
historical questions about how nineteenth-century American Christians
perceived their churches in relation to society as a whole. Bond's view,
which was common among Methodist contemporaries (and which, it could
be argued, persists among Methodists today), is distinctive in its combina
tion of "high-church" attitudes with a preponderantly "lo'N-church" ec
clesiology. Clarence C. Ooen argues that American churches split easily
over slavery partly because American Protestants viewed the church as
a local institution voluntarily constituted and they had little reverence for,
or even awareness of, the visible church beyond the congregation.57 That
judgment is largely true, but it needs qualification with respect to leaders
like Bond. Those of his stripe were indeed "low-church" in many of their
ideas and emphases, a characteristic especially apparent in their statements
about the church's mission. They stressed the activities of local bodies as
the church's true work; they spoke of the churches as constituted by the
decision of individuals to congregate and they sought to direct church polity
on the basis of practicality. But they revered the institution itself. They
truly believed that the general church was holy, and that if this church
were divided, that quality would be violated. Details of church polity,
though admirable, were for them debatable. But reverence was the only
appropriate attitude toward the general church. Thus Bond, Charles
Elliott, Peter Cartwright, and other leaders who could not countenance
the division of the church saw themselves as the "party of the church
proper. ,,58

Where do these Methodists who "simply loved the church too much
to see her rent,,59 belong in the larger picture of American religious history?
Do the themes invoked by this party find echoes in other denominations?
Perhaps, on the general level of the "spirit of the age," a case could be
made for placing this Methodist attitude in the context of a general
resurgence of church-centered piety throughout Euro-American Christen-

56"Near the Close," CAl, XX, 51 (July 29, 1846), 202.
57"Broken Churches, Broken Nation," 26-28.
saThe term is Elliott's. See History of the Great Secession, 284.
59Frederick A. Norwood, The Story of American Methodism, 192.
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dom. Though Bond and his cohorts would not have acknowledged much
common ground with the Mercersburg or Oxford movements, there may
well be affinities in their attitudes towards the church, responsive to the
same cultural conditions. 60

But the differences outstrip the similarities and, thus, it is probably
more fruitful to consider the Methodist church-proper party in light of
Ooen's suggestion that the parties and arguments concerning slavery in
the churches parallel those in national politics during the two subsequent
decades. 61 In this sense, those Methodists who opposed separation were
religious analogues of political unionists. Just as the majority of Union
soldiers fought in the 1860s more to preserve national unity than to free
the slaves, so the Methodist party of the church proper opposed the
southerners in the 1840s more because the latter would split the church
to attain their goals than because of their views on slavery. Unlike the
Federal government of the 1860s, the Methodist "unionists" had no coer
cive means at their disposal for uniting a divided church. They were not
fighting to preserve their union, then, but "fighting" because of disunion.
That was all they could do - refuse to assent to the separation or bless
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. The ironic fruit of this love of
the church was Bond's confrontational conduct of the newspaper \var and
the bitter feelings accompaning the division of the Methodist Episcopal
Church.

60Charles Yrigoyen, Jr.'s "Mercersburg's Quarrel with Methodism," in Methodist I-listor.v,
XXII, 1 (October, 1983), 3-19, points to the many substantive theological differences be
tween the two traditions. But even Mercersburg later saw a spark of churchliness in I\1ethodism
by virtue of its origins as a non-separating renewal movement in the Church of England.
Therefore, Philip Schaff judged that the Methodists were a duly-constituted church rather
than an illegitimate sect. See James H. Nicols, Romanticism in American Theology: 1'levin
and Schaff at Mercersburg, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), 128-129.
61Goen, "Broke Churches, Broken Nation," 22-24, 28 .
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